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ABSTRACT 

Considering traffic dynamics greatly improves noise estimation in urban area. This can be 

achieved by coupling a dynamic traffic model with both noise emission laws and sound 

propagation calculation. Determining the relevant noise source and traffic representations to 

estimate classical noise descriptors (LAeq and statistical descriptors) near traffic signals has been 

recently studied. This research topic is extended in this paper to more specific descriptors which 

are able to capture noise dynamics at the traffic signal scale, for usual urban traffic situations 

(upstream, in front of, and downstream a traffic signal) and different distances from the road 

(5.5, 10 and 15 m). It appears that 14m-line sources ensure an estimation of all descriptors with 

errors below 2 dB(A) if traffic dynamics is precisely described. Macroscopic and microscopic 

car-following models are both relevant to highlight noise dynamics triggered by the traffic 

signal, but some differences between those traffic representations are observed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Traffic noise prediction models should consider traffic dynamics to precisely assess noise 

variations in urban area [1][2]. This can be done by coupling a dynamic traffic model with both 

emission laws and sound propagation calculation [3-8].  
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Figure 1: Modeling chain of dynamic noise estimation models 

The traffic model gives position x(t), speed v(t) and acceleration a(t) of each vehicle on the 

network at time t. Those variables are updated at each simulation time step (usually chosen 

between 0.5s to 1s). They are input into emission laws to calculate noise emissions Lw(t). Then a 

propagation calculation provides A-weighted equivalent sound pressure levels LAeq,1s(t) for a 

grid of receivers. Classical descriptors but also refined descriptors that are able to capture noise 

dynamics at the traffic signal scale can finally be derived [9][10] (see Figure 1). Thereby, this 

modelling chain permits to account for traffic noise dynamics when evaluating urban traffic 

management policies. This offers a substantial breakthrough in traffic noise prediction since it 

allows for evaluating not only noise levels but also noise variations. This has been shown to be 

important when assessing urban noise quality [11][12]. 



Confidence bounds for the errors generated by each block will help to characterize the accuracy 

of the whole modelling chain. Relevant traffic and noise source representations to estimate 

classical descriptors (LAeq and statistical descriptors) estimation under urban conditions have 

been determined in [13]. It has been demonstrated that: (i) individualized representation of 

vehicles with the same averaged driving behaviour is sufficient for classical descriptors 

estimation, (ii) gathering vehicle emissions on line sources is necessary to reduce calculation 

times; it does not affect the overall estimation provided that traffic dynamics is precisely 

described, (iii) line sources can spread up to 56m for LAeq estimation and up to 28m for statistical 

descriptors estimation. However, this study only considered receivers quite far from the road 

(15m) and only focused on classical descriptors from legislation. 

The contribution of the paper is to extend this study to more specific descriptors that reveal 

noise dynamics at the signal scale (rather than at a more aggregated scale). To specify which 

traffic and noise source representations are the most relevant for those descriptors estimation, 

we chose several receivers located upstream, in front of, and downstream a traffic signal. Three 

distances between the receivers and the road axis are considered to account for the increase in 

dynamics closer to the road: 5.5m, 10m and 15m. Finally, both saturated and unsaturated traffic 

conditions are tested by assuming different average flow rates. For comparison, the same 

emission law is supposed for each vehicle [14], and only geometric attenuation is considered 

when calculating noise propagation. 

Background materials on traffic modeling, noise source representation and specific descriptors 

are first provided. Noise source and traffic representations are then tested separately. Actually, 

the paper concludes with the modeling conditions that guarantee a correct estimation of noise 

dynamics in urban area. 

2. BACKGROUND 

2.1.  Traffic modeling 

Traffic models are used to predict the time evolution of the key traffic variables (densities, 

vehicles speed and acceleration…) along the network. Traffic can be described either 

microscopically or macroscopically to achieve this prediction [15]. The three traffic 

representations tested in [13] are kept in this study: a macroscopic conservation law model 

(MCL model), a macroscopic car-following model (MCF model) and a microscopic car-following 

model (mCF model). More details on the traffic representations can be found in [13]. 

 

2.1.1. Macroscopic Conservation law model (MCL model) 



In macroscopic models, interactions between vehicles are globally studied. Traffic is considered 

as a homogenous and continuous stream, by analogy to fluid dynamics. Under urban conditions, 

the network can be described by three parameters: the maximal speed u reached when traffic is 

free, the wave speed w at which a congestion spills back on the network, and the maximal 

density κ reached when all vehicles are stopped in a queue. Each link of the network is 

discretized into cells whose length is Δx (Δx=7m in this study). The cumulative number of 

vehicles N(x,t) that have crossed a point at a distance x from the origin by time t is updated from 

(1) [16][17]:  

   ( ) ( ) ( )
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 (1) 

N equals the demand term when traffic is free, and equals the supply term when traffic 

is congested. The flow q=∂tN, the density k=-∂xN and the speed V=q/k can be deduced 

afterwards for each cell of the network at each time step. 

 

 

2.1.2. Macroscopic car-following model (MCF model) 

MCF is the vehicle representation of MCL models [18][19]. It has therefore the same parameters 

The vehicle parameters are u, w and the minimum spacing smin between two vehicles. This 

spacing is observed when vehicles are stopped for example at a traffic signal, thus smin=1/κ. 

Position of vehicle i at the next time step xi(t+Δt) is the minimum between the position it is 

willing to reach when traffic is free and the position it cannot overpass due to the downstream 

vehicle i-1 when traffic is congested: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )1 min

position when traffic is free position when traffic is congested

min ,i i ix t t x t u t x t s−
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 (2) 

Speed vi(t) and acceleration ai(t) can then be deduced from positions xi(t) and xi(t+∆t).  

Note that MCF model can account for stochastic traffic flows by using shifted exponential 

distributions to represent vehicle arrivals. In this case, several simulation runs should be 

conducted for the same traffic scenario in order to cover the whole range of the possible traffic 

evolutions.   

 

2.1.3. Microscopic car-following model (mCF model) 

MCF and mCF models have both a vehicle representation, but they differ in the rule that governs 

driving behaviors. In MCF models it is an average rule for all vehicles while in mCF models it 

differs from one vehicle to the others. Each vehicle adapts its speed with respect to its leader 



(the vehicle immediately downstream), based on its own characteristics (desired spacing, speed 

and acceleration…) [20][21]. Outputs of the mCF model are xi(t), vi(t) and ai(t). The mCF model 

used in this study is described in [22]. It is representative of the car-following models classically 

used within traffic microsimulation tools. 

Individualization of behavior rules with mCF allows for catching both heterogeneity and 

stochastic effects in traffic flow, which could improve noise estimation. Particularly, the mCF 

model explicitly reproduces variations from one traffic signal cycle to another while the MCF 

model only reproduces the repetition of a mean pattern. In counter part, mCF models are 

difficult to calibrate in order to fit macroscopic data. Moreover, several simulation runs are 

required with those models before obtaining representative results for a given traffic scenario. 

Indeed a large deviation in the results is expected due to large variability in driving behaviors. 

 

 

2.2.  Noise source representations 

The emission law provides power noise levels Lwi(t) of each vehicle i on the network from its 

kinematics. All vehicles follow the same emission law. This hypothesis was validated in [23] for 

classical descriptors estimation in urban area, provided that traffic dynamics is precisely 

described. Nevertheless, it prevents the estimation of noise peaks (Lmax and L1) that are due to 

noisy vehicles [23]. The law used in this study gives Lw with respect to speed and cruising mode 

(accelerating, cruising or decelerating) [14] ; see Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: sound power emission law 

2.2.1. Vehicle line source representation 

The reference noise source representation is the vehicle line source (VLS). This is the finest one : 

each vehicle i forms a segment source whose angle θi,∆t(t) seen from the receiver is defined by 

the positions between receiver and vehicle i at t and at t+Δt. This representation does not 



involve errors, but is useless in practice because it is time consuming: propagation calculation 

has to be determined at each time step. 

 

2.2.2. Fixed line sources representation 

Noise sources have to be gathered on line sources to reduce calculation times [13]. Power noise 

level LWj of a line source j is deduced from the power noise level of vehicles on the line source 

(note that LW refers to power noise level of a line source and Lw to power noise level of a 

vehicle): 

 ( )

( )
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 (3) 

where lj is the length of the line source, and L0 = 1m. 

Then propagation calculation has only to be performed once at the beginning of the simulation: 

it gives the attenuation ∆j,r between each line source j and each receiver r. The result of this 

calculation is then applied at each time step to deduce the LAeq,1s(t) at the receiver r. Only 

geometric sound propagation will be considered in this study to focus on noise dynamics due to 

traffic and noise source representations, and thus the ∆j,r matrix is simplified. Note that sound 

propagation can also affect dynamics for shielded urban areas [24]. Within this hypothesis 

equivalent noise level LAeq,1s(t) is given by: 
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where αj is the angle in radians of the line source j seen from the receiver, d is the distance 

between the road and the receiver, and d0=1m; see Figure 3. 

 

The cell length but also alignment between the cell and the receiver can affect noise estimation. 

Possible alignments range from “in front of” (receiver is in front of a cell) and “opposed” 

(receiver is between two cells, next to their joint boundary); see  Figure 3.  
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Figure 3: noise cells alignments 

2.3.  Specific noise descriptors 



The use of specific descriptors is required to highlight traffic noise dynamics in the vicinity of 

signalized intersections. Indeed, the suitable scale to describe urban traffic noise is one traffic 

cycle and classical descriptors are not relevant at this scale [9]. Descriptors are calculated based 

on LAeq,1s evolution. Descriptors used in this study are LAeq, statistical descriptors (L1, L5, L10, L50, 

L90), Lmax, Lmin, but also specific descriptors that reveal noise dynamics at the traffic signal scale, 

based on [9] :   

- The mean noise pattern. This is the pattern that repeats on average every traffic 

signal. The noise level corresponding to each instant ti of a cycle (0 ≤ ti < tcycle) is 

obtained by constructing the sample Si that contains the instants ti modulo(tcycle), and 

then operating an acoustical average of the elements of Si whose level falls between 

L90,Si and L10,Si calculated from Si. 

- Specific descriptors that highlight characteristics of noise levels when traffic signal is 

green or red. Note that the following descriptors will be mentioned “specific 

descriptors” in the following of the paper. Specific descriptors are based on the LAeq,1s 

distribution and the mean noise pattern. An example is given in Figure 4, which looks 

like the patterns observed in situ in [9]. Note that these descriptors can only be 

calculated when the chronology of the traffic cycles is precisely known. An extraction 

procedure of these descriptors is proposed in [9] when the traffic cycle chronology is 

unknown. These descriptors are: 

o The green mode mgreen and the red mode mred of the Gaussian fit of the LAeq,1s 

distribution, considering the levels received during the green phase and the 

red phase respectively; see Figure 4. 

o The A-weighted equivalent sound pressure levels Lgreen and Lred calculated 

when the traffic signal is green and red respectively. 

o The L’green and L’red, calculated from an acoustic average of the sample of LAeq,1s 

between L90 and L10 during the green phase and the red phase respectively. 

L’green and L’red correspond to the upper and lower levels of the mean noise 

pattern in front of a traffic signal, when it is constructed following the 

procedure above; see Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: example of LAeq,1s distribution and mean noise pattern 

 

2.4. Methodology 

Noise source and traffic representations are tested separately to focus on their own influence: 

the influence of the noise source representation is tested in section 3 and the influence of the 

traffic representation is tested in section 4. Tests are carried out on a 700m one-lane road 

section, with a traffic signal TS located at xTS=350m; see Figure 5. Durations of the green and red 

periods are tgreen = 60s and tred = 30s. Traffic parameters are calibrated to match urban 

observations [25]: vehicle speed is limited to Vx=14m/s, minimum spacing is smin=5m, and wave 

speed is w=-3.3m/s. Finally, overtaking is forbidden.  

The time step is fixed to ∆t=0.5s. Received levels LAeq,1s(t) are calculated over a 2h period. 

Receivers are located upstream, in front of, and downstream a traffic signal. Three distances 

from the road axis (5.5m, 10m and 15m) are considered. Receivers are located at 2m height. 

3. INFLUENCE OF NOISE SOURCE REPRESENTATION 

Influence of noise source representation is tested after fixing traffic representation to a MCF 

model, since this traffic representation is relevant to highlight noise dynamics [13]. Arriving flow 

rate is set to Q1=900veh/s, which corresponds to an unsaturated traffic condition upstream of 

the traffic signal (the queue formed during the red phase can vanish during the green phase). 

Vehicle line source (VLS) representation is used as a reference. Influence of cell length and 

alignment are jointly tested. Minimum cell length is fixed to 7m, which is the maximum distance 

that a vehicle can travel during a time step. Cell lengths have to be 2nd power of 7m, in order to 

test all alignment configurations (see Figure 5). Hence the tested noise source representations 

are 7m (LS7), 14m (LS14) and 28m (LS28) line sources. The following receiver positions are 

tested: -28m, -21m, -14m, -7m, 0m, 7m, 14m, 21m and 28m from the traffic signal. Both 



alignments “in front of” and “opposed” are covered for each line sources length with this map of 

receivers (see Figure 5).  
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Figure 5: noise source representations and receivers positions 

Impacts of line source length and alignment will be jointly evaluated, by considering the 

influence on descriptors estimation of doubling line source length whether alignment is changed 

or not. The accuracy of the mean noise pattern estimation will be assessed by calculating the 

standard deviation σ between mean noise patterns obtained with (i) the considered noise source 

representation and (ii) the VLS representation.  

LS7 vs LS14 and LS14 vs LS28 comparisons will be first discussed in details. One will focus on 

receivers located at 5.5m from the road and downstream of the traffic signal, since noise 

dynamics is higher at this location. Cases investigated in details are: 

- LS7 and LS14 comparison:  

o P1 (14m downstream); see Figure 5: LS7o (opposed) and LS14o (opposed) 

comparison. In this case cell length is doubled without changing alignment; 

o P2 (21m downstream); see Figure 5: LS7o (opposed) and LS14f (in front) 

comparison. In this case cell length is doubled and alignment is changed. 

- LS14 and LS28 comparison: 

o P3 (28m downstream); see Figure 5: LS14o (opposed) and LS28o (opposed) 

comparison. In this case cell length is doubled without changing alignment; 

o P1 (14m downstream); see Figure 5: LS14o (opposed) and LS28f (in front) 

comparison. In this case cell length is doubled and alignment is changed. 

All the results will then be summarized in a final table to conclude on the suitable noise source 

representation with respect to the considered descriptor. 

 

 

 

 

 



3.1.  LS 7 and LS14 comparison 

 

3.1.1.  LS7o and LS14o comparison; P1 (x = xTS +14m, d=5.5m) 

LS7o and LS14o representations are very similar. Energetic (LAeq) and low levels descriptors (L90 

and L50) are estimated with errors under 1dB(A) with both representations; see Table1. 

Maximum levels estimation (Lmax, L1 and L5) remains accurate with both LS7o and LS14o, with 

error under 2dB(A) (except for L5 estimation with LS14o). Moreover, mean noise patterns are 

very similar with LS7o and LS14o to the VLS’s one (see Figure 6a). Those patterns clearly 

highlight the distinction between high levels reached when traffic signal is green and low levels 

reached when traffic signal is red. Note that the periodic peaks observed when traffic signal is 

green (from t=40s to t=60s) are due to the passing by of vehicles. Descriptors that represent 

upper and lower levels of the pattern (L’green and L’red) are also precisely estimated with both 

representations (error under 1dB(A)). 

 

3.1.2. LS7o and LS14f comparison; P2 (x = xTS +21m, d=5.5m) 

Both representations are relevant for noise dynamics assessment since (i) all descriptors are 

estimated with errors under 2dB(A), (ii) mean noise patterns are very close to the reference’s 

one (see Figure 6b), (iii) specific descriptors are estimated with errors under 1dB(A); see Table1.  

Hence, doubling line sources length from 7m to 14m does not affect specific descriptors 

estimation and noise dynamics assessment, whatever the alignment between receiver and line 

source is. 
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Figure 6: mean noise patterns at P1 and P2, for the following noise source representations: vehicle 

line source, 7m line source and 14m line source 



 

receiver 

location 

noise source  

representation 
LAeq Lmax L1 L5 L10 L50 L90 Lmin Lgreen Lred mgreen mred L'green L'red σ 

P1 

x = xTS + 14 

VLS 67.3 73.2 73.2 73.0 71.4 65.6 57.1 56.4 68.7 59.1 67.7 58.4 68.2 57.7 - 

LS7o 67.0 71.9 71.9 71.7 70.6 66.3 56.8 56.1 68.5 58.9 67.7 58.0 67.7 57.5 0.9 

LS14o 67.1 72.0 72.0 70.4 70.1 66.2 56.8 56.1 68.5 59.2 67.9 58.0 67.2 57.4 1.9 

LS28f 67.2 71.5 71.2 70.4 69.5 68.0 59.8 59.2 68.5 61.3 68.3 60.5 68.4 59.8 2.5 

P2 

x = xTS + 21 

VLS 66.9 71.6 71.6 71.0 70.0 64.6 55.6 54.7 68.3 58.4 67.4 57.1 67.8 56.4 - 

LS7o 66.9 71.9 71.9 71.7 71.5 65.0 55.3 54.5 68.3 58.9 67.4 56.9 67.5 56.3 1 

LS14f 66.9 72.1 72.1 71.7 71.6 66.2 55.5 54.7 68.3 59.1 67.4 57.0 67.4 56.3 1.4 

P3 

x = xTS + 28 

VLS 67.4 73.2 73.2 73.0 71.6 65.6 54.6 53.5 68.8 59.1 67.4 56.3 68.1 55.2 - 

LS14o 67.1 72.7 72.7 70.5 70.3 65.4 54.7 53.7 68.5 59.0 67.5 56.4 67.5 55.9 0.8 

LS28o 67.1 72.9 72.8 70.6 70.2 65.5 55.6 54.8 68.5 59.3 67.5 57.1 67.3 56.3 1.9 

Table 1: Noise descriptors estimation at P1, P2 and P3, for vehicle line source (VLS), 7m (LS7), 

14m (LS14) and 28m (LS28) line source representations. In grey: error exceeding 1dB(A), in 

black: error exceeding 2dB(A) 

 

3.2. LS14 and LS28 comparison 

 

3.2.1. LS14o and LS28o comparison; P3 (x = xTS +28m, d=5.5m) 

Energetic noise descriptors (LAeq, Lgreen and Lred) are not affected by line source length; see 

Table1. Descriptors estimation with LS14o and LS28o are globally similar. Nevertheless: 

- Differences in high levels estimation are observed with both LS14o and LS28o (L5 

underestimation of more than 2 dB(A) with both LS14o and LS28o). It is due to the 

aggregation of energy on the line source, which affects the representation of vehicles 

passing in front of the receiver (see from t=40s to t=60s on Figure 7.a): dynamics 

linked to vehicle motion is partly lost.  

- Estimation of low levels seems affected with LS28o (1.3 dB(A) overestimation of 

Lmin), since it hardly captures gaps without vehicles in front of the receiver. Finally, 

LS28o seems sufficient to assess specific descriptors estimation (see L’green, L’red, 

mgreen and mred estimations; Table 1).   
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Figure 7: mean noise patterns at P3 and P1, for the following noise source representations: vehicle 

line source, 14m line source, and 28m line source 

 

 

3.2.2. LS14o and LS28f comparison; P1 (x = xTS +14m, d=5.5m) 

Statistical descriptors and red levels estimation are affected by alignment with LS28f (2.4dB(A) 

overestimation of L50 and 2.2dB(A) overestimation of Lred – see Table 1), while it remains precise 

with LS14o (0.6dB(A) overestimation of L50 and 0.1dB(A) overestimation of Lred). Mean noise 

pattern is quite far from the reference’s one with LS28f (σ=2.5dB(A)), because of low levels 

overestimation; see Figure 7b. It is linked to noise level estimation when traffic signal is red. This 

overestimation is due to vehicles that arrive at the back of the queue and are noisier than 

stopped vehicles; those vehicles enter sooner on the line source when it is larger. Moreover, 

noise dynamics from vehicles motion is totally lost with LS28f (see from t=40s to t=60s on Figure 

7.b).  However, LAeq remains precisely estimated. 

Thus alignment between line source and receiver can influence estimation with large line 

sources, especially sound levels when traffic signal is red. This could be troublesome since noise 

source representations have to be chosen to ensure an accurate estimation of noise dynamics 

wherever the receiver is located. The results for all receiver locations are now compared. 

Suitable line source lengths are discussed according to the descriptor to estimate. 

 

3.3. Suitable line source length 

Noise descriptors have been calculated for the 9*3=27 points of Figure 5. The noise source 

representations are compared at the location where the estimation is the worst. Maximum 

deviations from VLS representation among the 9 receivers of each distance from the road are 



shown for all descriptors in Table 2. It should not exceed a fixed value. Two bounds are 

considered: 1 and 2 dB(A).  

15m from the road: all descriptors (except L’red) can be estimated within a 1dB(A) error bound 

at any receiver location, even with LS28. Hence all the tested representations are suitable for 

noise dynamics assessment at 15m from the road. 

10m from the road: all descriptors can be estimated within a 2dB(A) error bound with LS28. 

LS28 is still relevant for energetic descriptors (LAeq and Lgreen) estimation if only a 1dB(A) error 

bound is allowed, but it is not sufficient for statistical levels estimation. Note that LS14 is not 

sufficient too. LS7 guarantees estimation within 1dB(A) for all descriptors.  

5.5m from the road: LAeq can still be estimated within a 1dB(A) error bound with LS28. But this 

representation is not relevant for other descriptors. If a 2dB(A) error is allowed, LS14 is 

sufficient for descriptors relative to green and red phase estimation. This representation fails in 

estimating high levels (Lmax and L1) accurately. Note that high level estimation is already 

impeded by noise emission laws, which do not distinguish the noisiest vehicles [23]. Finally, LS7 

improves estimation and guarantees estimation of all descriptors within 2dB(A). It also 

guarantees estimation of all descriptors except high levels (from L10 to Lmax) within a 1dB(A) 

error bound.  



 

 

  
LAeq Lmax L1 L5 L10 L50 L90 Lmin Lgreen Lred mgreen mred L'green L'red 

15m 

from the road 

LS7 -0.1 -0.2 -0.3 0.3 0.3 -0.4 -0.5 -0.3 -0.1 -0.4 -0.1 -0.3 1.0 -0.6 

LS14 -0.2 -0.4 -0.7 -0.6 -0.5 0.5 -0.5 0.2 -0.1 -0.6 -0.1 -0.5 1.0 -0.9 

LS28 -0.2 0.4 -0.5 -0.6 -0.7 -0.4 0.9 -1.0 -0.1 -0.7 0.1 -0.7 -0.8 -1.2 

10m 

from the road 

LS7 -0.2 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.7 -0.4 -0.4 -0.1 -0.5 -0.1 -0.4 -0.4 -0.6 

LS14 -0.3 -1.4 -1.4 -1.4 -1.3 1.0 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 -0.9 -0.1 -0.7 -0.6 -1.1 

LS28 -0.2 1.2 -1.4 -1.9 -1.3 0.9 1.3 1.4 -0.1 -1.1 0.2 -1.0 -0.7 -2.0 

5.5m 

from the road 

LS7 -0.5 1.5 1.9 1.9 1.5 0.9 -0.4 -0.8 -0.4 -0.9 -0.2 -0.6 1.0 0.7 

LS14 -0.6 -2.8 -2.9 -2.9 -2.9 1.7 -0.9 -1.4 -0.4 -1.5 0.2 -1.1 -0.9 -1.0 

LS28 -0.6 -3.0 -3.1 -3.9 -2.9 2.4 2.7 2.7 -0.3 2.2 0.6 2.1 0.9 2.1 

 

Table 2: Maximum errors in noise descriptors estimation (compared to vehicle line source 

representation), for different line source lengths and distances from the road (5.5m, 10m or 

15m). in grey: error exceeding 1dB(A), in black: error exceeding 2dB(A) 

4. INFLUENCE OF TRAFFIC REPRESENTATION 

Influence of traffic representation will be tested with a LS7 noise source representation, which is 

the most precise line source representation. The MCF traffic representation is used as a 

reference, since this traffic model is relevant for classical descriptors estimation [13].  

The two following scenarios are considered to cover usual urban traffic conditions: 

- Scenario 1: flow rate is Q1 = 900 vehicle/h. This medium flow rate leads to the 

formation of a queue which vanishes over the cycle. 

- Scenario 2: flow rate is Q2 = 1440 vehicle/h. This high flow rate prevents the queue 

from discharging during the cycle. Thus the queue spills back on the network. 

Alignment between line sources and receivers is kept constant (in position “opposed”) in this 

section, to ensure comparison. Some receivers are located at higher distance from the traffic 

signal than in section 3, in order to cover all the deceleration and acceleration zones. Receiver 

points are located -70m, -28m, 0m, 28m, and 70m from the traffic signal. Mean noise patterns 

are derived for points located 5.5m from the road in Figure 8 and Figure 9.    

 

4.1. Influence of traffic resolution: MCL model vs MCF model 

MCL and MCF models are both based on a macroscopic behavior rule. The models only differ in 

their traffic representation: the former is macroscopic and the latter is individualized. Table3 



shows the maximum deviations in descriptors estimation between MCL and MCF model, among 

the 5 receiver locations.  

If the flow rate is medium, MCL model is insufficient for all statistical descriptors estimation 

close to the road (3.5dB(A) deviation in L50 estimation 5.5m from the road; see Table 3). On the 

contrary, LAeq estimation is unbiased with both flow rates, even near the road axis.  

 

scenario D LAeq Lmax L1 L5 L10 L50 L90 Lmin Lgreen Lred mgreen mred L'green L'red 

1 

15 0.1 -1.0 -1.0 -0.9 -0.9 0.8 2.2 3.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.8 -0.5 1.2 

10 0.2 -1.5 -1.5 -1.6 -1.9 1.7 2.8 4.6 0.2 0.4 1.1 2.0 -1.1 1.5 

5.5 0.1 -2.2 -2.1 -2.6 -3.2 3.5 5.0 6.8 0.3 -0.5 2.7 3.7 2.6 2.4 

2 

15 -0.1 -0.4 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 0.1 -0.4 -0.3 -0.1 -0.7 0.2 -0.5 -1.0 -0.7 

10 -0.1 -0.7 -0.7 -0.5 -0.4 0.3 -0.5 -0.5 -0.1 -0.9 0.5 -0.6 -2.3 -1.5 

5.5 -0.1 -1.3 -1.3 -1.2 -1.1 1.4 -0.8 -0.7 0.2 -1.4 1.7 1.8 -0.4 -0.8 

 

Table 3: Maximum deviations among the five receivers (-70m, -28m, 0m, 28m, and 70m from TS) 

between MCF and MCL models, for scenarios 1and 2 and different distances from the road 

(5.5m, 10m and 15m). in grey: error exceeding 1dB(A), in black: error exceeding 2dB(A) 
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Figure 8: mean noise patterns at a) x = xTS – 70, b) x = xTS - 28, c) x = xTS and d) x = xTS + 28, 5.5m 

from the road, for the following traffic representations: MCF model, MCL model, MCF model with 

headway distributions, and mCF model. Q=900veh/h 

 

Moreover, Figure 8 and Figure 9 show that mean noise patterns with MCL model are similar to 

MCF’s ones, whatever the flow rate and the receiver location are. Thus Lgreen and Lred estimations 

are unbiased since traffic dynamics close to the TS is precisely described. Finally, MCL 

representation cannot guarantee specific descriptors estimation close to the road axis: Table 3 

shows 2.7dB(A) overestimation of mgreen and 3.7dB(A) overestimation of mred at some location. 

Note that those errors occur upstream of the TS. They are due to the macroscopic resolution that 

averages vehicle kinematics, whereas distinction in behaviors is kept with the MCF model that 

considers the proper emission of each vehicle and adds them afterwards. 
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Figure 9: mean noise patterns at a) x = xTS – 70, b) x = xTS - 28, c) x = xTS and d) x = xTS + 28, 5.5m 

from the road, for the following traffic representations: MCF model, MCL model, MCF model with 

headway distributions, and mCF model. Q=1440veh/h 

 

4.2.  Influence of headway distributions 

 

Headway distributions can be used in MCF model to represent stochastic arrivals of vehicles. 

Can et al. have shown that those distributions affect low sound levels since they allow for 

catching large gaps between vehicles [13]. This is confirmed by Table4 which shows the 

maximum deviations in descriptors estimation due to headway distributions among the 5 

receiver locations. 

Headway distributions have no influence on mean noise patterns, since they affect low levels 

that are filtered by the mean noise pattern reconstitution process; see Figure 8 and Figure 9. 

Headway distributions also have a limited impact on specific noise descriptors. When flow rate 

is high, deviations fall under 2dB(A) for each specific descriptor whatever the location is. It is 



due to the queue that climbs back the network and set its dynamics even if vehicle arrivals are 

distributed. When flow rate is medium, deviations that exceed 1dB(A) are observed in L’green and 

L’red estimates. They correspond to errors at the receiver located 70m upstream, where the 

queue does not climb back. Those deviations are due to the arrivals of vehicles that are not 

influenced by the queue.      

 

scenario D LAeq Lmax L1 L5 L10 L50 L90 Lmin Lgreen Lred mgreen mred L'green L'red 

1 

15 -0.5 1.2 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.5 -3.1 -10.3 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.6 1.2 0.5 

10 -0.6 0.9 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.1 -3.4 -10.7 0.2 0.3 1.1 0.8 0.6 1.2 

5.5 -0.6 0.8 0.3 0.2 0.4 2.1 -3.5 -10.9 0.2 0.3 2.0 1.2 1.0 0.5 

2 

15 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 -1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 

10 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 -1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.4 

5.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 -3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

 

Table 4: Deviations between MCF model with and without headway distributions, for scenarios 

1and 2 and different distances from the road (5.5m, 10m and 15m). Each value corresponds to 

the maximum deviations among the five receivers (-70m, -28m, 0m, 28m, and 70m from TS). in 

grey: error exceeding 1dB(A), in black: error exceeding 2dB(A) 

 

4.3.  Influence of traffic representation: MCF model vs mCF model 

 

Dynamics set by the traffic cycle is highlighted by both models (see Figure 8 and Figure 9), but 

differences in behavior rules involve local differences in descriptors estimation; see Table 5.  

Noise estimation is quite similar for both models in front of the TS (see noise patterns in Figure 

8.c and Figure 9.c). Most of the large deviations observed in Table 5 for scenario 2 occur at the 

two points located 28m and 70m upstream of the TS. This depicts the differences in the queue 

propagation modeling by both models. Moreover, the difference in noise descriptors estimation 

shows the difficulty in calibrating mCF models. In fact, vehicles characteristics are individually 

distributed in the mCF model while they must agree with macroscopic data. For example, to 

obtain a mean speed of 14m/s, one can set in mCF a distribution centered on 15.5m/s with a 

standard deviation of 1.5m/s. In fact when performing replications vehicle speeds are set by the 

slowest one. Hence stochasticity in vehicle speeds can affect the average flow speed and then the 

noise emitted.  

Individualization of behaviors in mCF models also influences the mean noise pattern 

downstream and in front of the traffic signal: green levels are constant in time with the mCF 

model while they increase with the MCF model; see from t=10s to t=60s in Figure 8.c,d and 



Figure 9.c,d. This is due to dispersion in behaviors from one cycle to another with the mCF 

model. Indeed, speed of each platoon of vehicles is fixed by its slowest vehicle (overtaking is 

forbidden in this study), and can vary from one cycle to another. This gives constant levels when 

averaging over cycles. Note that [9] has shown that for a one way three lanes road, green levels 

are constant in front of the traffic signal and increasing downstream.  

 

 

scenario D LAeq Lmax L1 L5 L10 L50 L90 Lmin Lgreen Lred mgreen mred L'green L'red 

1 

15 -1.5 2.0 1.0 -1.0 -1.2 -2.4 -3.6 -10.2 -1.0 -1.9 -1.5 -2.3 -1.4 -1.7 

10 -1.6 2.5 1.0 -1.1 -1.3 -2.7 -4.0 -10.5 -1.1 -2.2 -1.8 -1.7 -1.9 -1.4 

5.5 -1.8 2.9 1.1 -1.2 -2.1 -2.7 -4.1 -10.7 -1.1 -2.5 -2.2 -0.8 -1.5 -1.5 

2 

15 -2.6 -2.0 -2.6 -3.0 -2.9 -2.2 -1.3 -2.1 -1.7 -3.4 -2.0 -4.0 -3.0 -2.8 

10 -2.7 -2.2 -2.9 -3.4 -3.3 -2.2 -1.2 -2.7 -1.7 -3.6 -2.2 -3.6 -2.0 -3.1 

5.5 -2.9 -2.3 -3.0 -3.9 -4.1 -2.5 -1.2 -4.6 -1.7 -3.7 -2.5 -2.5 -2.5 -3.7 

 

Table 5: Deviations between MCF  and mCF models, for scenarios 1and 2 and different distances 

from the road (5.5m, 10m and 15m). Each value corresponds to the maximum deviations among 

the five receivers (-70m, -28m, 0m, 28m, and 70m from TS) in grey: error exceeding 1dB(A), in 

black: error exceeding 2dB(A) 

 

Finally, noise levels are higher in the beginning of the red phase and upstream to the TS with 

MCF model; see from t=60s to t=70s on Figure 8b. and Figure 9b. Indeed, vehicles are 

decelerating when approaching the TS and are then less noisy; this deceleration is not 

represented in MCF models. Note that this can be easily corrected in practice in MCF models by 

fixing a posteriori the speed and acceleration of vehicles that are approaching.  

5. DISCUSSION 

The goal of this paper was to determine suitable noise source and traffic representations to 

capture traffic noise dynamics in urban area. Representations have been separately tested, with 

scenarios that reflect usual traffic situations in the nearby of traffic signals. Receivers were 

located upstream, in front of, and downstream a traffic signal, at three distances from the road: 

5.5m, 10m and 15m. Comparisons were based on specific descriptors estimations over a 2h 

period. Those descriptors are sensible to noise dynamics at the traffic scale: they highlight the 

noise pattern that repeats on average every traffic signal, and focus on the noise levels reached 

during the green and the red phase [9]. 



Concerning noise representations, alignment between line source and receivers can affect 

estimation with large line sources (28m). Thus line source length has to be carefully set to 

guarantee accurate descriptors estimation on a grid of receivers. 28m line source length seems 

sufficient for noise descriptors estimation beyond 10m from the road if a 2dB(A) error is 

allowed. The line source length must be reduced when receivers are closer to the road (5.5m). 

However, LAeq remains precisely estimated (error below 1dB(A)) close to the road with 28m line 

sources provided that traffic dynamics is precisely described. 14m line source length is sufficient 

to assess specific descriptors (L’green, L’red, mgreen, mred) at 5.5m from the road within a 2dB(A) 

error bound. LS7 ensures their estimation within a 1dB(A) error. Finally, peaks of noise (L1 and 

Lmax) cannot be precisely estimated through line source representation. This conclusion might 

have been different if specific noise laws that distinguish the noisiest vehicles from the others 

had been used as explained in [23]. 

Concerning traffic representations, the macroscopic conservation law model is sufficient to 

estimate correctly LAeq whatever the distance from the road is. Nevertheless, it fails in capturing 

dynamics triggered by the traffic signal, if distances from the road axis are below 15m. Car-

following models that explicitly represent vehicle trajectories are then necessary to highlight 

this dynamics.  

Taking headway distributions into account makes it possible to represent dispersion in arrivals 

of vehicles. It does not improve specific descriptors estimation, since those descriptors highlight 

noise dynamics at the traffic signal scale, which is mainly set by the traffic signal. Yet, 

distributions can improve low levels estimation since they allow for representing gaps between 

vehicles. 

Finally, use of a microscopic or a macroscopic behavior rule for descriptors estimation can be 

discussed. Models are difficult to compare since it is difficult to precisely calibrate mCF models 

so as to fit the observed macroscopic traffic data (flow rates, mean speeds, etc.), which can be a 

drawback of mCF models in practice for urban traffic noise prediction. However, with the 

hypothesis chosen for this study, the mCF model seems more accurate to assess noise dynamics 

in front of a traffic signal. On the contrary, downstream of the traffic signal, the MCF model 

better represents the shape of the pattern observed in [9] from measurements. Finally, both 

models seem able to capture the dynamics set by the traffic signal. Recent work has shown that 

MCF models were easy to calibrate on a real case study, and fit experimental data coupled with 

14m line sources representation [26]. The ability of mCF models to reproduce real urban noise 

levels has now to be tested.  
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